In collaboration with our partners

« The Tuesday Hearts »
Block 4
20 x 25 cm 8’’ x 10’’ sewing margins not included.

General points:
The measurements given for cutting the two-colored squares include a sewing
margin of 7 mm (1/4’’) rounded up to 15 mm (1/2’’) for both.
The heart pattern does not include the sewing margins. Add your favorite sewing
margin.
The creation of the two-colored squares is quickly explained, using a sewing
machine. If you want to use hand-sewing, use the template A and add a sewing
margin.
Please, read all the instructions before creating your block.

Cutting:
 In light fabric scraps (example : ecru or off-white, plain, tone on tone, with
small printed patterns) : cut 10 squares of 7.5 cm (2 7/8’’) side
 In medium color fabric scraps (example : pink): cut 10 squares of 7.5 cm (2
7/8’’) side
 In a dark fabric, with big printed patterns : cut the heart B
Realisation:
Pattern 1 :
Fast method: for 2 two-colored squares, place, right sides together, 2 squares of 7.5
cm (27/8”) side, a light and a medium, on top of each other. On the back of the
squares, draw a diagonal that fits the cutting line. Sew alongside this line, on each
side, at a à 7 mm (1/4 ”) distance. Cut alongside the cutting line. Refold on the right
side and iron.
Traditional method: for 1 two-colored square, assemble 2 triangles A (1 light and 1
medium).
For both method: make a total of 20 two-colored squares.

Pattern 2: Help yourself with the pattern to place your square.Sew the 20 twocolored squares, on 5 lines, 4 squares on one line. Sew those lines together.

Pattern 3: Applique the heart B on the center of this pieced background.

Your block 4 is completed and measures 21.5 x 26.5 cm (8 ½’’ x 10 ½’’) sewing
margins included. This block was created by our Tuesday Group friends just for you!

